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DESIGN CONTEST
SUBMIT GUIDE

Overview
Are you a designer?
Do you want your design to be produced as a product?
Do you dream of becoming the best product designer the world?
Then, take part in the world's largest product design contest, the SHAPL Design Contest.
Unlike other contests where the items or topics of the design are set, you can participate in any design.
The SHAPL Design Contest evaluate a work only based on your design.
You can verify customer’s objective criteria for your design. Because a work is awarded through the sum of customer’s
preference(50%) and Expert evaluation(50%).
If you are recognized by customers, you are already great designer.
Let’s win a total prize money $100,000 with your design!

General info.
In the SHAPL Design Contest, there is no limit to entry category and no submission qualiﬁcation.
We don't care whether you are an individual, a team, a student, or a worker.
There is even no limit to the number of people in a team. We will welcome submitting your company's work.
Also, you can participate in the contest with all categories of product design.
We welcome the design with the agony of solving the discomforts of your time and improving our quality of life, and we welcome
the design because it's just cool and pretty.
All designs that can ﬁt in a box with a total of 90 centimeters are available.
If it can be ﬁt into the box in a non-assembled form, you can submit the ﬁnished product even if it is larger than the box.
We don't know the design that consumers actually want.
So we opened the door for as many different designs as possible.
At the SHAPL Design Contest, check to see if your design is what consumers want.

Participation
There is no limit to the number of entries for the SHAPL Design Contest.
You can submit multiple designs to the same category.
And, of course, One person/team can submit multiple designs.
However, there is one condition you should keep in mind. Express your designs in an image that is easily understood by ordinary
consumers.
To help customer understand, we recommend to upload product instruction images or videos.
Don't forget that you need to express the main image clearly so that people can recognize what the product is like!
All explanations must be in English.
SHAPL Design Contest entry fee is free. You can enter through online upload.
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Category and Requirement of Entries
Width + Length + Height ≦ 90 mm, Any product that can be placed in a box.
**However, even if the product is larger than the box, it can still be placed in the box in a non-assembled form.
Accessories / Baby / Bath / Beauty / Education / Electronics / Fashion / Furniture / Game / Health care / Home / Jewelry / Kids /
Kitchen / Leisure / Medical / Mobile life / Outdoor / Oﬃce / Personal Care/ Sports / Travel / Vehicles / Wearable

Qualiﬁcation for participation
Every designer in the world.
Individuals, teams, studios and students can all participate
One person (team) can register multiple designs

3 processes to participate in the SHAPL Design Contest
1.Make an account and log in the SHAPL website.
2.Enter the basic information + upload additional visual / media ﬁle (optional)
3.Fill the applicant form and Submit!

Requirements for the Presentation
• Main Image
It should explain a character of the product to customer with just 1 image. If it is diﬃcult to express, you can use an image that the
product is in use.
SHAPL Contest requires a total of three main images. Register square, wide square, and long square images. Each image must not
exceed 5 mb and only .png or .jpg can be uploaded.

- Example of main image
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- Design Detail
Sample
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Evaluation Criteria
• Evaluation criteria of preliminaries
- Has the designer faithfully ﬁlled out the information required by the SHAPL Design Contest?
- Is a design incomplete that is in the Idea / Sketch phase, or 3D rendering that consumers do not recognize as a product?
- Has the size regulations required by the Sharp Design Contest been observed?
(a product that can be entered into a complete or assembled form in a box with a total height of 90 cm.)
• Evaluation criteria of main stage
- Customer Voting (50%)
Sum of the number of ‘like’ for 30 days.
One-person, one-’LIKE’ click on the same design
# If a vote were fabricated, the design can be disqualiﬁed after consideration.
- Professional Review Criteria (50%)
The aesthetic, functional, and quantitative nature of the design
(examination of the appearance, materials and product function of the design)
Marketability of the design (Combine multiple factors for sale in the market)
Production eﬃciency of the design (determine whether it is possible or not in relation to production)
• Criteria for design plagiarism
SHAPL has the following criteria for design plagiarism:
Before you sign up, please ensure that your design does not meet the criteria below.
If judged to be plagiarism, they will be disqualiﬁed from the examination and award.
1. Do you have the same concept design in the same product line?
2. Regardless of the product line, are there products that match the main form of the build?
3. Do you have a design that has same concept and function in a different category?

Beneﬁts for Winners
• Winner’s package
SHAPL Design Contest’s awardee can receive a favor as below.

- SHAPL label
(Gold / Silver / Bronze / Winner)
- Register design patent

- Total prize money $100,000
- SHAPL certiﬁcate

- Being selected as a produced design
among the entries
- SHAPL trophy

- Media PR

• Winner Promotional Content
SHAPL's public relations and foreign cooperation team will help you gain recognition as the winner of the contest and get your
award-winning work noticed. Also, award-winning works, including your interviews, are produced in a variety of content and
promoted worldwide through media channels, and are continuously promoted through media companies and magazines.

More Information

Apply now
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